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About This Game

Five years ago in this forest..

A journalist wanted to go there.And (of course) he didnt come back.

Few days later,he called his best friend.He just said to him "Come Here" and line dropped.

You're the "Best friend" of this journalist.You listened your friend and you went there.

AND NOW LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
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Publisher:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 230 or AMD Radeon HD 5570

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1536 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio

English,Turkish
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sullen light is your friend badge. sullen light is your friend

The route shows up in my profile(with no Quick Drive), but nowhere else, meaning I cannot play it. Please someone help! Email
me at kshirle2@bulldogs.mgccc.edu. Some great things in here and can be good fun but I really don't like how the timer is
shared between levels and some decisions behind certain mechanics. Ends up being more frustrating a few levels in than
anything. Levels are also randomly generated and end up feeling pretty same-y quite early on.. Great game, my 6 year old loves
it and plays it alot!. nice longer than the other ones []. A relatively solid tycoon fashioned after the old-school classics, Tavern
Tycoon is still a bit rough around the edges but well worth the price. The graphics are a bit dated and clunky but carry a lot of
character to make up for it. My only real complaint is that the punishment for a lack of research is too extreme and too early..
By far the most stupid game ever that I've tried. It makes absolutely no sense and that is just the tutorial. DONT'T WASTE
YOUR MONEY ON THIS RUBBISH!. Odd hit boxes on certain areas, bad swinging momentum mechanic where i just stop all
the time. the game itself is a good idea but its just clunky.
It was just in my library so I believe it was free.
If the game had trading cards it would be worth the price.. This game is competitive, fast-paced, and very addicting. Great maps
and lots of game modes. Myself and three of my friends bought this game because we hope the developer will add an online
mode in future updates. Other than that, great game!. The first two games were pure PnC adventuregames, perfect for enjoying
on a laptop. The third one was specialiced for consoles, certainly an unpopular move among the fans, but still very enjoyable
with proper equipment. So what do you do next? Well, obviously you befuddle the control interface in a way that makes it
absolutely unplayable on a console, and trash the gameplay so it is horrible on the laptop as well.

Graphics are also poor, much worse than the predecessors. Fortunately the story, writing and voiceacting is still stellar, but it is
very hard to enjoy a game while gritting your teeth over the gameplay.. I totally enjoyed this game, it plays really well. You can
control the boy with a mouse as I did or you can use a controller if you'd prefer, either way it plays well, but I prefer a mouse
and keyboard with this game. This Adventure game is fairly short which I like, as it does not drag on like other games can. KU
is quite easy to play there are not alot of enemys coming at you, so if you dont like difficult games then this is a good game for
you. The handdrawn artwork is very nice and unique. Also there are some fighting Arenas that open up at the end, so you can
test your skills out there. My advise would be look at some youtube videos of the game, as thats what helped me make my
choice to buy this game and see what you think of it. I have no regrets buying this game, I feel it was worth it, although quite
short .... To the DEVELOPERS, this is a very nice game in my opinion, It does play really well now. I hope there are more
chapters coming to this nice game, as I'd like to see more to this story about KU ; ) Keep up the fantastic work you are all doing
and THANK YOU. : )
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this is the best game i ever played. Pros
- Cute
- Interesting concept of gameplay
- Nice graphics and design
- Realistic fire
- Token tracker
- 12 challenging levels
- Free

Cons
- Lack of level overview
- Some levels are difficult
- Lack of checkpoints
- Lack of tutorial

This game could be further improved by:-
1) Adding checkpoints (perhaps after reaching the recharging point,
2) Resizing the level select (because you need to click the arrow keys multiple times in order to repeat the desired level).
Certainly, the devs can fit all 12 levels in one screen,
3) Adding a short tutorial on what to get (the tokens as it is important for an achievement), how the droplet functions and what
to avoid.

Overall, this could be one of my free favourite games if its not for the difficultness for I need to repeat certain levels more than
10 times and 4 hours to complete it. Perhaps, I am not good in platformer games.

However, you should give it a try and challenge yourself. It can be frustrating but satisfying.. The developers have stopped
support\/development a long time ago. Stormy development history. Active servers reduced to one. Developers moved on. Price
reduced to sell. Active population is nothing. Regardless of how pretty the game looks I would advise against purchasing it as it's
future is very uncertain and your investment is most likely going to be poor value. Game may have had potential at one time but
with developers walking away, the game will never see that potential.

I originally (positive) supported the developers on 'The (original) Repopulation' and 'Fragmented' but for various reasons it has
ended up a failed project that the developers have walked away from and left the customers hanging. What is the real blame is
anyone's guess as it is hard to work out fact from fiction. But Fragmented is effectively dead now.. So much fun! It was nice to
see classic Nancy revamped a bit. Very fun, and I've already recommended to some of my friends!. Cool grinding turn based
rpg with few different heroes to combine in our "perfect" team and hundreds of items to give them
Not bad story and dialogues that can give us bonus stats
PvE arenas, trade with other players, campaign, coop
Good time killer
And it's free. I like the game and the concept. However, I'd like to point out a few things that have caused me to not
recommend. Hopefully you read this and make some changes to the game itself. I hope I can come back here and change to
Recommend instead of Not Recommend.

ESC Key - Very out of place for having to bring up menus and such. If able, I would advise giving us the option of remaping
keys to our desired set up.

Although not directly explained, You can attack more than once and use skills more than once on certain characters. This would
help if there was some prompt somewhere explaining this. I may have missed it myself, and if so apologies.

HP\/MP recovery after battles at the very least. You don't heal after fights so make sure you heal up before the next fight. I
hope you guys can fix this.

There is a bug that I encountered that broke the game. The bug causes your character to constantly go up (North), which
prevents you from going down (South). If you tried to go back to the menu, you will find that it has disappeared, forcing you to
restart the game. No Idea what caused it and if I can reproduce the bug, Ill be sure to report the steps.
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All in all, I like the game and the story. There are just to many flaws that can't be overlooked. If you can fix them, I'd be more
than happy to give you another review on an updated product.

~Chao
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